
WATSON TOWNSHIP MICHIGAN
1895 118th Ave. Allegan, MI 49010

PLANNING COMMISSION
MEETING MINUTES

FINAL

DATE: September 22, 2021

CALL TO ORDER: TIME/PLACE:    7:00pm - Watson Township Hall

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Recited

ROLL CALL & RECOGNITION OF VISITORS:
Present: Joe Albers; Bruce Bos; Shawn Caulder; Bev McKinnon; Owen Ramey;
Jay Roberts-Eveland; Jack Wood
Quorum:

Visitors:  Zoning Administrator: Lori Castello; Jason Derry from PCI;
Northstar Aggregates, LLC; Matt Double; Gary Schenk, Attn.; Brad Meyer

ANY CONFLICT OF INTEREST:
Bruce Bos declared a conflict of interest for the purpose of voting on the request for a Special
Use Permit from Northstar Aggregates, LLC as he lives within the 300ft barrier..

PUBLIC COMMENT: (non agenda items)
None

APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
Motion: Joe Albers
Second: Shawn Caulder
Results: Approved

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Motion: Joe Albers
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Second: Jack Wood
Results: Approved

OLD BUSINESS: Continuation and discussion regarding Northstar Aggregates,
LLC. for a Special Use Permit.

Bruce Bos addressed the Planning Commission and stated that the Zoning
Administrator would walk us through the protocols of “Findings of Facts” and the options
for approval; approval with condition; or denial of the application;  from Northstar
Aggregates, LLC. application for a Special Use Permit.

Lori Castello presented the process and explained that concerns from Board members
could be discussed and then the board would review  section 15.02 General Standards:
Special Land Use Mining/Processing  along with Section  17.07.

Joe Albers began by stating that he believes the statute, and accordingly, our ordinance has
two conditions that need to be considered by the Commission:  1) has the applicant established
that there is a need either by the applicant OR by the market AND 2) would there be any serious
consequences if this activity were permitted.  Joe indicated that he is particularly concerned
relative to the standard of “need.”  There is not a lot of statutory or judicial guidance defining
“need,” particularly “need” as it relates to the applicant.  Thus, in lieu of any other guidance, this
Commission needs to establish their own interpretation of this standard.  There has been some
guidance issued relative to the standard of “need by the market” (see legal brief submitted by
the applicant).  As discussed in previous meetings, the Commission has indicated that there
were some serious concerns about establishing that there is a need for these materials in the
greater Allegan, Ottawa, Kent and Kalamazoo markets.  These decisions were based, in part,
on discussions with the Township Board and the Allegan County Road Commission.  As
permitted by the ordinance, the applicant could also satisfy the “need” standard if they can show
that there is a “need” by the applicant.  Joe reminded the Commission that every word and
phrase within a statue is presumed to have meaning.  Thus, the drafters of this particular statute
envisioned a scenario whereby an applicant could apply for a SUP but NOT be granted one
because they have not established that there is a “need” for the materials by the applicant.  One
way the Commission could apply the “need” standard is by simply establishing that it was met if
the applicant can assert that they have a “use” for the materials.  In Joe’s opinion, the drafters of
the statute had a higher standard in mind.  That is, the only applicant who does not have a “use”
for materials would be an applicant who is solely mining for “recreational” purposes.  Given the
high cost barrier to entry, it is extremely unlikely that a recreational miner would do this.  Why
would the legislators insert this provision for such an unlikely scenario?  Furthermore, anyone
entering the mining industry for the first time can establish that they have a “need” for the
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materials because they do NOT have supply channels established.  In other words, if we strictly
follow the “use” standard, then this “need” provision is more or less irrelevant because anyone
can establish “need” for the materials if they are simply an active participant in the mining
industry.  Thus, he believes that because every provision within a statute is intended to have
meaning, then the legislative intent of “need by the applicant” must have been for a higher
standard than simply “use”.  He suggests that the standard to be used by the Commission be
that of “need” relative to that of an average and ordinary market participant actively participating
in the “mining” activity.  If this is the standard that the Commission uses, then he believes that
the applicant has not provided sufficient evidence that they have met that level of “need.”
Questions that the Commissioners should consider would be cost structure relative to peers,
land development costs relative to peers, access to materials relative to peers, etc.

Owen Ramey responded that he believes the questions need to be decided as a whole.
The “need” question can be decided by either one.  The statute should define the terms
in which it is used.  Mr Ramey voiced concern that Mr Schenk, Attorney from Northstar
Aggregate, LLC.  did not provide further citations to help define what is “need,”  Mr.
Ramey continued that he saw The Metamora case (Court of Appeals case)  as the only
case we have to focus on. The question becomes, do we use the Metamora case as it
is the only case that we can focus on. Hence, do we have a need under that definition?
He believes that we have 6 pits in Watson Township and 36 in Allegan County and that
there is not a need in the market.   None of the projects that the applicant has provided
are in Watson Township.   Price sheets have been provided; the materials are available;
applicant maintains he cannot compete, but Mr Ramey suggests that excavators and
the like, few of them have gravel pits.and that the applicant will continue to compete
with most of the rest of people he now competes with.  Mr Ramey addressed that the
availability of materials from a gravel pit are plentiful, as well; The record shows that
there is 220 acres on 16th St available to mine. He  does not  believe the applicant has
met the standard  to permit a Special use permit.

Jack Wood responded that the locality of the proposed mine is his concern.  He doesn’t
believe it should be allowed where residents have a quality of life, health, wellbeing and
safety.

Jay Roberts-Eveland:  Referred to the Findings of Facts document that was distributed
to the board from Zoning administrator Lori Castello.  Mrs. Roberts-Eveland believes
that the document can help clarify 15.02 General Standards and requirements of 17.07

Section 15.02  GENERAL STANDARDS, Special Land Uses are not permitted to be
engaged in within the particular zone in which they are listed unless and until the
Township Planning Commission, in its discretion is satisfied that the use under the
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conditions, controls, limitations, circumstances and safeguards proposed and imposed
by the Commission, will:

Joe Albers tends to agree that it is an ‘either or.”
Bar is much higher to meet the “need” in the market; but the applicant did define his
need; the standard is higher than Webster's definition.  What standard is to be used?

Jack Wood: he clarified that he recognized jobs, money, to be made but the problem he
has is being elected as a township board member, and doing right by the citizens and
Watson Township. He cannot take the reality of the families being affected and ignore
the great impact on the citizens.  He believes he needs to look at the Ordinances,
Master Plan,  and needs of the citizens and that prioritizes his decision.  The noise, the
dust, the quality of life; if in another area and not R1,

Jay Roberts-Eveland stated that she believes the Findings of Fact document that Lori
Castello gave us could help us to navigate through the specific concerns.  It is a tool to
help clarify “need” and what are  “very serious consequences.” (document will be
included in record);

Using that document; SECTION 15.02 GENERAL STANDARDS. Special Land Uses are
not permitted to be engaged in within the particular zone in which hey are listed unless
and until the Township Planning Commission, in its discretion, is satisfied that the use
unders the conditions, controls, limitations circumstances and safeguards proposed and
imposed by the Commission will:
Mrs. Roberts-Eveland read her response to letter “A”... be compatible with the other
uses expressly permitted within the district, with the natural environment and...
“The proposed use:  The State Law does allow for mining in residential areas.  But,
Watson Township is governed under  A1 & A2 with limited capacity for residential
development.  The Planning Commission has been authorized to prepare a
comprehensive Master Plan along with the State of Michigan’s requirement to review
the Master Plan every five years. The Watson Township’s Master Plan has designated
this property to be secured for population and housing growth.
Silva v Ada Township, 416 MIch 153 (1982) (Docket NO. 283638: NEED as defined in
the dictionary as “...Need is defined as “a lack of something requisite, desirable or
useful,”; “a condition requiring supply or relief” (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
(11th ed.).  The moral and general welfare of the community will be jeopardized by a
mining operation in this area of the township.  Watson Township has 4-6 gravel/mineral
mines, Allegan County has 36 (Office of Mineral Management). “
The State of Michigan clearly intended for localities to regulate land use, including the
extraction of natural resources other than oil and gas…”(Metamora Twp v American
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Aggregates of Michigan).  The Planning Commission has no aversion to mining.
Managing how many mines are in an area and the impact on the
township/residents/community and the serious risks to safety, well-being and health
supersedes the personal financial need/reward of the individual applicant.  She further
stated that,  The “need” of the applicant to make money is recognized, but the “need” of
the township and its residents is also imperative in our decision making”.  Mrs.
Roberts-Eveland believes the board can make decisions for the moral and well being of
the residents beyond the ordinance and with the stewardship and oath we have taken to
protect the residents-we need to look at all of this through that lens.

Joe Albers believes the applicant has done a good job; he still has concerns and
recognizes the burden of proof is upon the applicant.  Mr. Albers believes the applicant
has addressed many of the concerns of noise abatement; berms; he has concerns
about groundwater

Jack Wood reiterated that he does not think a gravel pit belongs next to residential
homes.   “It is “their” community.”  It is a huge impact you can never bottle it up. “It's a
gravel mine.”  It doesn't belong next to houses. He is looking out for residents safety
and well being.

Further discussion of the definition of “need” continued and how board members see it ,
as well as the applicant's definition of need.  Reference to the Metamora case being the
basis for decision making.

Shawn Caulder shared that he looks at the need from whether there is a  “need” in
Watson Township in the parameters of that context; he does not see a need with six
gravel pits in Watson Township and 36 throughout Allegan County.

Bev McKinnon believes there are two sides of “need” and she is conflicted as to which
to look at or both.

Bruce Bos asked Lori Castello to direct us through findings of fact.

Ms. Castello gave the board a overview as to the two sets of standards- and went
thru each item separately:
Section 15.02  GENERAL STANDARDS, Special Land Uses are not permitted to be
engaged in within the particular zone in which they are listed unless and until the
Township Planning Commission, in its discretion is satisfied that the use under the
conditions, controls, limitations, circumstances and safeguards proposed and imposed
by the Commission, will:
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(a) Be compatible with the oher uses expressly permitted within the district,
with the natural environment and ...

Jay Roberts-Eveland stated that it is her understanding that the MIchigan state law does
allow for mining in residential areas. But, this particular area of the township will be
rendered to a very serious consequence as Watson Township is governed under  A1 &
A2 with limited capacity for residential development.  The Planning Commission has
been authorized to prepare a comprehensive Master Plan along with the State of
Michigan’s requirement to review the Master Plan every five years. The Watson
Township Master Plan has designated this property to be secured for population and
housing growth.
Silva v Ada Township, 416 MIch 153 (1982) (Docket NO. 283638: NEED as defined in
the dictionary as “...Need is defined as “a lack of something requisite, desirable or
useful,”; “a condition requiring supply or relief” (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
(11th ed.).  The moral and general welfare of the community will be seriously
jeopardized by a mining operation in this area of the township.  Watson Township has
4-6 gravel/mineral mines, Allegan County has 36 (Office of Mineral Management). “
The State of Michigan clearly intended for localities to regulate land use, including the
extraction of natural resources other than oil and gas…”(Metamora Twp v American
Aggregates of Michigan).  The Planning Commission has no aversion to mining.
Managing how many mines are in an area and the impact on
township/residents/community and the serious risks to safety, well-being and health
supersedes the personal financial need/reward of the individual applicant.

Jack Wood stated that the pursuit of happiness, welfare and quality of life is the higher
standard.

Shawn Caulder;   The ordinance states that this must be “expressly permitted,” so it
does fall under “very serious consequences.”

Owen Ramey - shared his concerns about the hydro-geological study not being done
and the potential very serious consequences on the environment, the brown trout, the
headwaters to Miller creek, and the impact on residential wells and the liabilities of that
impact to the township. He does not see that the applicant met the burden of protecting
the environment and the hydro-geological study.  Further, he stated that his
conversations with a WMU geologist confirmed his concerns with the very serious
impact of a gravel pit in the identified area.

b)  be consistent with the capacities of public services and facilities affected by-in
the land use;
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Jay Roberts Eveland read her supporting evidence is response to this question;
Supporting evidence: The safety of the double gravel hauling trucks carrying up to
165,000 pounds on local residential roads with curves, blind spots, no turn lanes, safety
lights or speed limits and 20 round trips per/day cause a very serious consequence to a
quadrant of the township’s only paved roads use by residents on a daily basis.  The
gravel trucks are approximately 9’6” wide and the roads are only around 22-23’ wide in
poor condition with soft shoulders.  Maneuvering around the curve at 117th & 12th
Street with two passing trucks will be impossible to stay in a lane.  The traffic study
offered by the applicant is insufficient and does not address a remedy to all safety
concerns voiced by residents, board members and community.  Northstar Aggregates,
LLC. has submitted a partial admittance to the issue of the curve and stated they were
working with the road commission of Allegan County.  We have not received any details
of proposed improvements beyond the recognition that Northstar’s, Brad Meyer,
acknowledged the concerns about the curve and safety.

Further, the distinction of what is a local road v. primary road and the maintenance costs
between shared townships on 12th St has not been clarified between Watson Township
and Martin Township and the responsibility of the Allegan County Road Commission.
This very issue places an undue burden on the townships for costs associated with road
repair and maintenance.  Until a financial agreement for road repairs, expansion and
recommendations from the Department of Transportation are met, this application
cannot be approved.

Watson Township Ordinances: Chapter #17:  Section 17.02  All such operations shall be
located on primary roads, as defined by the county for “ingress and egress” …. Or on a
road which does not create traffic through an area developed primarily for residential
purposes (Master Plan identifies 12th St Ave. as “minor arterial roads, “primarily for
internal traffic movement connection to major arterial roads.”

Watson Township Ordinances: Chapter #17:  “….for planning purposes, it is useful to
recognize that various roads within Watson Township have different functions….An
understanding of these functions can lead to decisions as to the desirable use of each
road segment, road right-of-way width and adjoining land use.”

Watson Township Ordinances: Chapter #17: (pages 65-67); #3.  Consider the ability of
existing roadway construction to handle projected traffic volume resulting from new
development when reviewing zoning requests, special use and PUD’s. The roads
identified for the hauling route were not designed for heavy gravel trucks.  The volume
of truck traffic increases, plus the narrow roads, lack of shoulders, and lack of safety
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features with speeds allowed up to 55mph will greatly increase the serious risk to
residents and folks traveling along these roads to access the Public Access at Big Lake.
No traffic light at the intersection of 12th St and M222, with an overpass, off and on
ramps to the highway, and the congested corner is a serious risk to life.

According to the Applicant’s numbers; 154 days per year; 40 gravel truck trips; 20 round
trips per day (165,000 lbs); 880 gravel rucks per/month; 154 days per year = 6,160
gravel trucks on the roads per year; x 10-15 yrs.  This would cause greater  harm with a
huge impact on the neighborhood and general welfare of the community ( General
Standards to determine SUP).

Owen Ramey agreed with Jay and is not satisfied with the traffic study that was
submitted, as it was not an accurate representation of the very serious consequence at
the intersection of M222 and 12th St, with no traffic light, no acknowledgement of the
traffic coming north, or off the exit ramps, or from the south,  the study saying there is a
580’ visibility- Mr Ramey  stated that that is not true for cars, maybe for big trucks sitting
high.  The topography at that intersection was not included in the traffic study.  Gravel
trucks pull out and at the busiest times of day, he finds this very problematic.

Joe Albers shared that there are consequences, but that the applicant has addressed
several issues to be mitigated.  He recognized there are consequences, but that it will
be difficult to get to “very serious consequences.”  He asked the question whether the
applicant would be able to mitigate the very serious consequences.  He stated that 12th
St. is identified as commercial and is a short distance from the ingress/egress of the
proposed gravel pit. He stated that this is temporary and that the board could require a
traffic light.

Owen Ramey refuted Joe’s statements and saw the burden to be on the applicant to
show mitigating consequences, and he has not seen them to meet the standard to
offset the very serious consequences of safety along the hauling route.  He is making a
decision of   “what is” and not “what might be.”

c) not detrimental or injurious to the use or development of adjacent properties or
to the occupants thereof or to the general neighborhood;

Mrs Jay Roberts-Evelad read her written supporting evidence statement;
Supporting Evidence: Silva v Ada Township, 416 Michigan 153 (1982) the Planning
Commision must support the residents in protecting the very serious impact from
property value devaluation that will occur. (Velting v Cascade Twpl. unpublished opinion
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per curiam of the Court of Appeals, decided Sept. 22, 2009 (Docket NO 283638).
Further, the Planning Commission has taken an oath to protect Watson Township and
its residents from any safety, health, and welfare issues that arise under its jurisdiction.
As the smallest township within Allegan County the tax revenue is limited.  With the
reduction in property values a very serious impact occurs with the loss of that tax
revenue.  Northstar Aggregates, LLC have recognized this burden and submitted an
offer to pay the township .10 per/ton of product being pulled from the area.  This offer is
insufficient in offsetting the damage to the township and managing resources for
residents, including road maintenance.

Owen Ramey sought clarification on the question, and after discussion, added that the
UpJohn study did provide a very serious impact on property values and was in conflict
with the applicant’s documents.  He furthered that the appraiser from the applicant
opines on page 61 that property values are not impacted but are improved.  Mr. Ramey
stated that this notion is not supported by evidence in the report,  that the conclusion is
in contradiction of the UpJohn findings. ‘ That statement destroys the credibility of the
appraiser.’ Adding to that, he saw that the comps used in the application documents did
not provide any pictures to show that property values were not affected and what years
the houses were built.  Mr. Ramey further shared that the Planning Board requested the
appraiser to come before the board but he/she was not provided to answer questions.
The very serious consequence of property value devaluation is a resin he would vote
that it does NOT COMPLY

Shawn Caulder restated that not one occupant, in the neighborhood, has said they
wanted this mine.  He reminded the board that from the beginning his question has
been, “what does Watson Township get out of this?” He does not see a benefit to the
township or its residents. He also shared his concern for the emotional and mental
health of residents and the very serious impact a mine would have on them.

d) promote the public health, saety, morals and general welfare of the community;

Jay Roberts-Eveland read her written supporting evidences findings;
The voice of residents during the Public Hearing, and all  meetings since, leads the
Planning Commission to support residents in their rejection of the proposed gravel mine
as the safety and welfare and health of residents will be greatly impacted and put very
serious risk to their property values;   The emotional and mental health -as a choice has
been made to live in a quiet rural area; to their well being of safety and security using
the only paved roads in and out of their residential area;  To their standard of living;
residents have voiced their safety concerns about the hazardous conditions, including
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curves, hills, overpass, blind spots, lack of speed controls, road width, no turn lands and
no safety controls at the major intersection of M222 & 12th St.
All of these supporting documents are from every meeting and the voice of residents
who oppose the very serious impact on their lives, property, safety and well being.

Owen Ramey;  Shared that he saw the safety issues along the hauling route to be
different for loaded gravel trucks with pups compared to the semi trucks going half the
distance without navigating the curve; in regards to general welfare of residen.  Mr.
Ramey brought up the $13 million dollars that Martin Schools just received for the
schools including bus routes, and he shared that he wondered if we were going to
remove the only residential district for the school buses, riders, pedestrians, and the
like- he continued that these issues emain a concern for him.

Jack Wood- stated that the Road Commission does not work beyond hours; and that
fog/snow and weather issues come into play and the gravel trucks will keep moving.  He
restated that board members need to look from the perspective of living right there for
10-15 years.  It does not comply with safety issues, but rather “does everything but
comply.”

Owen Ramey stated that it is the only paved road to get in and out of that area of the
township..

e) encourage the use of lands in accordance with their character and adaptability;

Jay Roberts-Eveland read her written response and supporting evidence;
This property (apparently) was previously used to mine gravel around 30-40 years ago.
The mine was not licensed and the development of the township was not the same.
The State of Michigan's laws are not the same and the governance of municipalities to
Master Planning has changed significantly.  Management of land usage has been very
critical to the standards accepted by the state.  The quadrant of the township where the
mine will be located is the most dense and developed area in the township with
increased development on Big Lake.  The traffic flow is very different than when the land
was used for mining, and the increase in homes and number of vehicles using the roads
has created a very serious impact on residents.  Also, the roads in question with this
application are literally the only paved roads in this area of the township. A gravel mine
cannot meet the standard of adaptability by mitigating the very serious impact on the
township and its residents.

Bev McKinnon stated that she thinks that it does comply because there are minerals
there.
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Jack Wood thinks that it does not comply because it is designated residential.

Shawn Caulder thinks it is double adaptability- what it was and is now.  The ordinance
states- it is residential.

Owen Ramey - gravel is there,  but it is designated R1

f)  the standards required by the Commission for the allowance of this Special
Land Use can and will in its judgement be met at all times by the applicant or its
assigns

Jay Roberts-Evelad read her written supporting evidence; She does not believe she has
enough information to make this determination.
The applicants application addresses the requirements of the State of Michigan as well
as the Watson Township Mining operation requirements,  but does not meet the
standard for not causing VERY SERIOUS IMPACT on the township’s ability to sustain
the tax revenue from property taxes and property value losses; nor does the granting of
a SUP provide protection for the safety, and health and well being of local residents.

SECTION #17.07. ©  Following public hearing, the Planning Commission shall
grant or deny the application and set forth its reasons for its decision.  Such
recommendations shall be based upon the criteria set forth within the Ordinance
and shall be based, in addition, on a consideration of the following:

Lori Castello explained that the Planning Commission should be reminded that
there are three options;  Approval; Approval w/Condition; or Denial of application.

1. The most advantageous use of the land, resources, and property
2. The character of the area in question and its peculiar suitability, if any, for

particular uses:
3. Conservation of property values, as well as natural resources and the general

and appropriate trend and character of development in the subject area
4. The protection and preservation of the enera health, safety and welfare of the

township
5. The scarcity or value of the minerals sout to be mined as compared with the

effect upon the adjacent community of the proposed operations:
6. Whether or not the operations were previously in existence prior to the adoption

of the text provision concerning the same and extent and character of such
precious operations
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7. In making any decision, the Planning Commission shall have the right and
authority to impose such additional conditions and safeguards as it deems
necessary for the protection of the health, safety and general welfare of the
neighborhood and of the adjoining residents and property owners.  It may also
limit the length of time that the special exception permit is to be effective and may
provide for a periodic review of the proposed operations to ascertain compliance
with the conditions and limitations imposed up to the same.  It shall be
empowered to renew or may revoke or refuse to renew the same where
noncompliance exists.  No revocation or failure to renew or extend a permit shall
release the applicant from the duty of rehabilitation and reclamation of said
mined or disturbed area.  No permit shall be revoked or not renewed until the
operator has been given written notice of any isolation forming the basis of such
revocation or denial or renewal and not less than 30 days have elapsed to
correct the said violation.  All permits shall be reviewed by the Planning
Commission annually.

Planning Commissioners had further input that included;

It does not comply with the Master Plan, safety and well being of residents
Character of the is peculiar area- does area mean-‘ area around the proposed area or
the parcel.’
A  suggestion was made that in the review of the Master Plan a look and an update to
language in the Master Plan might be needed to clarify “area”, “parel.”
All of these questions seemingly have been discussed in previous discovery
Property values will suffer and not go up
Natural resources and very serious water impact
Hydro geological  concerns
Puts the smallest township in Allegan County, Watson Township, strapped for revenue,
in a position of very serious impact with reduction in tax revenue with reduction in
property values.
“Need” issues; No scarcity of resources throughout the area.
Evidence that ‘need’ and ‘scarcity’   of materials are very different
MDOT studies show that sand/gravel is good for 25 years.  Price increase, yes,  but not
scarcity of materials.  The Interstate uses slag and limestone.
Safety issues of huge impact on township residents
Size of Watson Township in acreage with 6 mine already- there is not a need
No scarcity of materials in 36 mines within Allegan, no evidence to suggest differently.
Old mine of 40 years ago was not regulated and State laws, and no reclamation, and
Master Plans have changed.
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After much deliberation and effort to have the applicant address the concerns of
residents, township, and the Planning Commission, the standard of mitigating the
serious hazards is not satisfied with any additional conditions.  The proposed .10
per/ton of material to pay for the impact on township revenues falls short of a genuine
effort to reduce serious impact on a small township.

Section 15.02:  Roll Call  taken on each section;
Joe Abers: A. Complies; B. Complies C. No;  D No; E. abstain;  F. Complies
Bruce Bos - recused - conflict of interest declared
Shawn Caulder; A. No B. no; C. No; D. No; E. No; F. No
Bev McKinnon; A. Complies; B. Complies; C. No; D. No; E. Complies; F. No
Owen Ramey; A. No; B. No; C. No; D. No; E. No; F. Not enough information
Jay Roberts-Eveland; A. No; B. No; C. No; E. No; F. Not enough information
Jack Wood; A. No; B. No; C. No; D. No; E. No; F. No

Section 17.07:  Roll Call taken on each question;
Joe Albers; 1. Compiles; 2. Complies; 3. Complies; 4. No; 5. No; 6. No
Bruce Bos- recused- conflict of interest
Shawn Caulder: 1. No; 2. Complies; 3. No; 4. No; 5. No; 6. No
Bev McKinnon: 1. Complies; 2 Complies; 3. No; 4. No; 5. No; 6. No
Owen Ramey: 1. No; 2. No; 3. No; 4. No; 5. No; 6. No
Jay Roberts-Eveland: 1 No; 2. No; 3. No; 4. No; 5. No; 6. No
Jack Wood: 1. No; 2. No; 3. No; 4. No; 5. No; 6. No

Motion: Jay Roberts-Eveland
Second: Shawn Caulder
Motion to Deny- Approved by roll call: 6-0
Roll Call Vote:  Joe Albers;YES; Bruce Bos; Recused; Shawn Caulder:YES; Bev
McKinnon;YES; Owen Ramey:YES; Jay Roberts-Eveland:YES; Jack Wood: YES

I make a motion to deny the request from NorthStar Aggregate, LLC and USA Earthworks for a
Special Use Permit and Site Plan approval, for a mining operation located on the Northeast
corner of 13th Street and 117th Ave., also known as permanent parcel 02-23-024-002-00.

This property is zoned R1, identified in Watson Twp. Master Plan for future residential cluster
development.  The Planning Commission has been authorized to prepare a comprehensive
Master Plan for Watson Township, Allegan County, Michigan. The State of Michigan also
requires municipalities to review the Master Plan every five years.   It  is imperative that future
residential areas are secured for population and housing growth.  Watson township is governed
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under A1- farm preservation and A2-agricultural preservation, limiting the capacity for residential
development. The effectiveness of growth management is identified in the Zoning Ordinances
and must include planned protection to preserve farmland and to secure strategic areas for
cluster residential development- this property has been secured in relation to master planning.

Watson Township in coordination with the State of Michigan’s requirements updated the Mining
in 2021.  Some delays were encountered with the death of a Planning Commission board
member/Township Board member and Covid restrictions, limiting access to Public Hearings and
meeting the needs for community input.  The adopted ordinance of 2021 is being used in
making the determination for denial of said request and not the ordinance in place at time of
application.(see appellate court decision).

Fact Finding:

1. The request for SUP is incompatible with sustaining the long term planning of the need
to protect strategic areas, ”for future residential cluster development” as identified in the
(Watson Township Master Plan).  A mine in this location will delay the overall rate of
growth and increased tax revenue benefiting all residents.  The needs of the community
are best served by following the Master Plan. The UpJohn report identifies with credibility
that indeed property values are impacted. The report identifies that property values
closest to a mine can be impacted up to 30-50%, while others, further away, will be
impacted from 10-30%.

2. The State of Michigan clearly intended for localities to regulate land use, including the
extraction of natural resources other than oil and gas…”(Metamora Twp. v  American
Aggregates of Michigan). The Planning Commission of Watson Township has no
aversion to mining, as to date there are 4-6 mines located within the township, and
others that have been grandfathered in under old regulations.  Watson Township within
Allegan County has 36 mines (Office of Mineral Management).

3. The Planning Commissioners have a stewardship, and have taken an oath, to protect
Watson Township and its residents from any safety, health and welfare issues that arise
under its jurisdiction. As the smallest township within Allegan County the tax revenue is
limited.  Adding an additional mine in a residential area will have a serious impact on
planned residential development and a loss of tax revenue.  Additionally, with a revenue
decrease- is the serious impact on residential value of homes in the vicinity. (American
Aggregate Corp. v. Highland Twp.) & (Silva v Ada). The serious decrease in property
values from 30-50%. (American Aggregates Corp. v Highland Twp) will cause serious
injury to the Township’s ability to meet financial needs in the applicant's proposed 10-15
year time span.

4. State of Michigan:  Zoning Enabling Act: ACT #110
A-F;  (d) impact on pedestrians & traffic in vicinity of the property and along

the proposed hauling route serving the property, based on credible evidence; (e)
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The impact on the other identifiable health & safety and welfare interests in local
units of government.
The very serious risk to loss of property values and life along the hauling route have
elevated this denial to a very serious consequence for the safety, health and wellbeing of
residents and those traveling along the proposed hauling route. The gravel trucks are
about 9’6’ wide including mirrors.  The road is approximately 22’23’ wide with soft
shoulders... two passing trucks create a safety issue as well as the limited ability to turn
and stay in a lane, maneuvering around the  curve at 117th & 12st.   The study that was
offered as evidence of the roads being compatible for double gravel trucks with weights
up to 164,000 pounds is insufficient.  Northstar Aggregates LLC admits the conditions
cause issues to residents and have offered a limited remedy to address the very serious
situation around the curve at 12th street and 117th. The applicant, Northstar Aggregates,
LLC., has submitted an updated document admitting and addressing, in a limited way,
the impact and hardship to the township by offering .10 per ton of product removed from
the mine, trying to offset the township costs for tax impact, road maintenance.  This
proposal is insufficient and does not meet the standard of removing the very serious
impact on the townships financial responsibilities, and does absolutely nothing to offset
the devaluation of residents property values.   Truck Traffic along the hauling route will
generate at least 880 gravel trucks on the road in a monthtime (see applicants
supporting evidence in application). Further, the distinction of what is a local road v.
primary county road and the maintenance costs between the shared townships on 12St,
has not been clarified between Watson Township, Martin Township, and the
responsibility of the Allegan County Road Commission. This very issue places an
undue financial burden on the townships for costs associated with road repair and
maintenance. Until a financial agreement for road repairs, expansion and
recommendations from the Department of Transportation are met, this application
cannot be approved.  The applicant has not addressed the impact at the intersection of
12th St and M222.  The applicant stopped short of identifying  a remedy for the safety of
this intersection.  The roads identified in the application are identified as “local
roads….used primarily for residents and local traffic to connect to major roadways…’

Watson Township Ordinances:  Chapter #17
Section # 17.02 All such operations shall be located on primary roads, as

defined by the county “for ingress & egress.” ….or on a road which does not create
traffic through an area developed primarily for residential purposes…. (Master Plan
identifies 12th St and 117th Ave. as “minor arterial roads, “primarily for internal traffic
movement connection to major arterial roads.”

5. Watson Township Ordinances: General Standards to determine SUP
C. will the proposed use not be detrimental or injurious to the use or
development of adjacent properties or general use to the neighborhood.
D. promote the health, safety, moral and general welfare of the community.

The Special Use Permit standard is not met for land usage in R1 to accommodate another
mining operation.  The voice of the residents as identified in the Public Hearing and recorded in
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the April 2021 minutes,and subsequent Planning Commission meetings,  only leads this
Planning Commission to support residents in their rejection of the proposed gravel mine as the
safety and welfare and health of residents will be greatly impacted and put very serious risk to
their property values( Velting v, Cascade Twp., Unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of
Appeals, decided Sept. 22, 2009 (Docket No. 283638. Also, the standard set forth in the SIlva v
Ada Township, 416 Mich 153 (1982) applies to the serious impact with land uses in the vicinity
of the property; the impact on property values; and the impact of the hauling route; the impact
on public interest; as well as the lack of proof of NEED as defined in the dictionary as “...Need is
defined as “a lack of something requisite, desirable or useful”; “a condition requiring supply or
relief.” (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (11th ed.). And in order for there to be a “need,”
there must be a lack of supply. The moral and general welfare of the community will be
jeopardized.  There is low public interest because the price of a resource is not affected by the
addition of another mine in the area served.  There are several gravel pits/mines available in
Allegan County as well as Watson Township(Velting v Cascade Charter Twp) The proposed
mining operation will be detrimental to adjacent property values and decrease and place an
undue burden on the township tax revenue.  In a small township strapped for budget needs
being met, and the  added expenses for maintaining the roads used by heavy gravel trucks
places the community in a huge deficit.  The costs of improving and maintaining the hauling
route roads is beyond the budget capacity!

6. Table @1 (Watson Township Master Plan) Chapter #17 “....for planning purposes,
it is useful to recognize that various roads within Watson Township have different
functions...An understanding of these functions can lead to decisions as to the
desirable use of each road segment, road right-of way width and adjoining land
use.”

The roads identified for the hauling route were not designed for heavy gravel trucks. The volume
of truck traffic increase plus the narrow roads, lack of shoulders,  and lack of safety features
along the hauling route with speeds allowed up to 55mph will greatly increase the serious risk to
residents and those folks traveling along these roads.  Residents have voiced safety concerns
in the Public Hearings about the hazardous conditions, including curves, hills, overpass, blind
spots,  and lack of speed control, road width, no turn lands and no safety controls (light) at the
major intersection of M222 & 12 St. Time studies of double gravel trucks (weighing 164,000 lbs)
pulling onto M222 from 12th street have not occurred and have yet to produce a remedy to the
serious safety factors associated with the gravel trucks.

7. Master Plan: Transportation (pages 65-67):
#3.  Consider the ability of existing roadway construction to handle
projected traffic volume resulting from new development when reviewing
zoning requests, special use and PUD’s.

According to the applicant’s numbers; 154 days per year - 40 gravel truck trips - 20 round trips
per day-880 gravel trucks per/month; 154 days per year = 6,160 gravel trucks on the roads per
year X 10-15 years. This has a HUGE impact on the neighborhood and general welfare of
the community. (General Standards to determine SUP)
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8. Watson Township may consider many factors in approving or denying a SUP.  The
township is not limited to what the applicant identifies as “very serious consequences' '
and hence has identified a very serious impact and consequence to the health, welfare
and safety of its residents.  The identified risks with mining operations are not denied by
the applicant as they acknowledge inherent risks, but the applicant mitigates the risks by
downplaying ALL impact, most importantly those placed on the residents and township
for a 10-15 year span of time. This proposed traveling/hauling route and adjoining roads
are where most residents/school buses and recreational traffic( accessing Big Lake) and
major access to thoroughfares have to travel each day. The increase in hazardous road
conditions caused by the number, weight, and road limits, immediately becomes a very
serious consequence.  These roads are the only paved roads for a quadrant of the
township to access major thoroughfares. These issues have substantial merit in
determining that the detriment to the people in Watson Township supersedes the
projected monetary needs of the applicant.  That the benefits of having a seventh mine
in a small township does not merit a SUP as there are plenty of resources available.
That the loss of 10-15 years of land development, tax revenue and property tax loss will
have a huge impact on the financial stability of Watson Township.  The quality of  life the
residents have chosen for a rural lifestyle is diminished by all the risk factors  identified in
the applicant’s application.

Discussion: Joe Albers stated he did not agree with everything in the motion, but
declined amending.

NEW BUSINESS: Motion to table new business until October meeting
Motion: Bev McKinnon
Second:  Jack Wood
Passed

COMMUNITY COMMENTS; (Agenda items)
None

MEMBER COMMENTS:
None

ADJOURN MEETING: Time: 8:57pm
Motion: Jack Wood
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Second: Shawn Caulder
Results: Adjourned

Next Meeting:        October 27th, 2021 @ 7:00pm  Watson Township Hall

Submitted by: Jay Roberts-Eveland
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